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A: You could just use RegEx match() function to get what you want: var data:Object = doc.select("tbody tr")[0]; var tbody:Object = data.match("/tbody/[^/]+/"); trace(tbody); So, you can get the list of data by tbody.match(...). Or, if you want just keep the table, you could use DOM function document.body.innerHTML and parse it out, at least to get the element's inner text. Press Release: Cherkasy presidentate renewed
the deals with the European Funds for European Economic Area Assistance and Partnership for Peace 29 November 2013 Two agreements have been renewed by the president of Cherkasy region Yuriy Semeshko. According to the agreements signed on November 28, 2013 in Russia, in the frame of the “Support to Organizations of the European Economic Area and Partnership for Peace in the field of social services of

the inhabitants of the Republic of Ukraine” program the funds of the European Funds for European Economic Area Assistance and Partnership for Peace have been allocated for the implementation of programs of the Cherkasy region. During the meeting with the heads of administrations of regional councils of the Cherkasy region, which has been held on November 28, 2013 in Cherkasy, the president of Cherkasy
region Yuriy Semeshko has handed over a letter with the protocol of the Agreement between the Cherkasy regional government and the European Funds for European Economic Area Assistance and Partnership for Peace on the extension of funds in amount of 1.6 mln. UAH. At the meeting the president of Cherkasy region also has handed over a copy of the agreements between the Cherkasy region and the European

Funds for European Economic Area Assistance and Partnership for Peace in the amount of 2.0 mln. UAH, which are to be renewed. According to the data of the International Cooperation and Development Fund Organization (www.codfund.org), the Cherkasy region is one of the areas of Ukraine where the most number of residents are provided with financial and non-financial social services.Q: Need help
understanding the concept of "ground" in a differential electroscope Suppose I have a differential electroscope. When a charged object is placed in the center area and lets say that the object is positively charged, then I open both
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